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17 Natural and Non-Toxic Cleaners for Your Home
Keep your home spotless and safe!

BY JADA JACKSON AND MEDGINA SAINT-ELIEN  APR 15, 2022

Keeping your family safe is the highest priority and there's no better way to ensure your home is safe and clean than natural cleaning
products. Many traditional cleaning solutions are full of harmful chemicals (many that are too difficult to pronounce) and incredibly
harsh to use in your home. It's imperative to use cleaning products that are healthy, non-toxic, and—whenever possible—eco-friendly.
"Technology has advanced in the world of green chemistry dramatically in the past 10 to 15 years. It’s now possible for eco-friendly
products to match the performance of harsh conventional cleaning products, the L'AVANT Collective team shares." Finding trustworthy
cleaning solutions can be tricky, but we reviewed family-approved products for every corner of your home. These lifesavers will easily
become a staple in your home's regular cleaning routine! 

What to Look For

James Dudra, the co-founder of Therapy Clean explains, "It’s important to understand what is actually inside the product being
used. Look for products that openly list all their ingredients on the label. In tandem, consumers can reference websites such as the
Environmental Working Group as a guide to better understand what these materials are and their safety."

According to Kristi Lord and Lindsay Droz, the co-founders of L'AVANT Collective, a visual cue outside of the label is the color of the
cleaning product. "If the soap or cleaning product is blue, yellow, orange, or any other color, that should be the first indication that
the product may contain harmful ingredients. Color and dyes serve only for aesthetic reasons and do not aid in the performance of
cleaning products."

What isn't listed is just as important as what is. "Safer cleaning alternatives typically list whether they’re free from parabens,
phosphates, bleach, phthalates, dyes, and triclosan. These ingredients can be harsh skin irritants, give off harmful VOCs or harm our
waterways," the duo explains.

"Look for products certified by third-party agencies as this helps substantiate any “green” claims made on the label. Leading
agencies include USDA BioPreferred, EPA SaferChoice, and Leaping Bunny," Dudra advises.

The list below includes all-natural cleaners for sprucing up any furniture in your house after you finish your dusting to vegan cleaning
solutions that you can actually customize yourself. The majority of these great options are refillable too, which is affordable and
reduces waste. Below, we rounded up some of the best options for your home and family—and the planet, too. Happy cleaning!
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Biokleen

$12 AT AMAZON

This option is the perfect alternative to household favorite bleach. The plant-based bleach works to naturally brighten and whiten your
clothes and remove stains.  

$8 AT KOALAECO.COM

Instead of using a rough cleaning tool with steel wool, opt for a stylish and effective hand brush that won't leave marks on your pots
and pans. The bristles are naturally anti-bacterial thanks to the sisal and hemp. Koala Eco also has the best smelling solutions around
that reinvigorate your senses while you clean.

Ingredients Found in Natural Cleaning Products:"I think ‘eco-friendly’ cleaning products have gotten a bad reputation in years past
because formulators were willing to skimp on performance for safety. Thankfully, there are more powerful ingredients with safer
profiles that companies can integrate into their products," Dudra expresses.

AMAZON

BEST NATURAL CLEANING BRUSH

Agave and Hemp Scrubbing Brush

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
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